
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Warranty 
 

All defective merchandise must be returned to the factory, transportation pre-paid, and if the 
same is found to be defective, it will be repaired or replaced free of charge, F.O.B. factory. “This 

warranty does not cover replacement labor cost, or any cost claim incident to the defect, 
replacement, or reinstallation, nor field repair expenses. This warranty gives you specific legal 

rights and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state. Some states do not 

allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations 
of exclusion may not apply to you.” 

 
The Gas Grill Splatter Mat™ is designed for outdoor use!  This product is warranted to be free 

from defects in workmanship and material for one year from the date of purchase. 

 
Exclusions and Limitations: 

 

The Gas Grill Splatter Mat™ is intended to be used exclusively for outdoor, recreational purposes 
under residential GAS grills.  Follow all manufacturers’ instructions regarding the placement and 

use of the specific device used with The Gas Grill Splatter Mat™.  As with any object resting in 

one place for extended periods, weather and exposure conditions of the area protected by The 
Gas Grill Splatter Mat™ will differ from those for the surrounding area not under the pad.  

Therefore, you may notice differences in appearance between the area directly under The Gas 
Grill Splatter Mat™ and surrounding, unprotected areas upon removal of the pad.  To minimize 

the occurrence of weathering on deck surfaces, do not allow the area beneath The Gas Grill 

Splatter Mat™ to remain wet for extended periods.   Allow all wood, composite products, or 
surface sealers & stains to cure a minimum of 30 days before placement of any deck protector.  

 
Cleaning Instructions:  The Gas Grill Splatter Mat™ can be machine washed on gentle cycle, 

warm water, or had washed.   The Gas Grill Splatter Mat™ can be tumbled dryed on very low 
heat or hung to dry.  Putting a heavily stained grease and barbecue saturated mat in a home 

washer/dryer should be considered carefully.  Probably not the best idea in the world!    

 
The Gas Grill Splatter Mat™ is NOT fireproof and is intended for outdoor use only! 
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